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ABSTRACT 
CEN/TC 126/WG 2 is currently revising the EN 12354 series on prediction models for sound transmission in 
buildings based on the performance of elements. One major goal of this revision is the extension of the 
current models towards lightweight building constructions. In a first step, new expressions are being 
proposed to predict the flanking sound transmission due to airborne excitation. Measurements of both the 
flanking sound transmission index Rij and the normalized direction-averaged vibration level difference Dv,ij,n 
in a 3-room real-size timber frame mock-up have been performed in order to investigate the validity and 
applicability of these expressions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
CEN/TC 126/WG 2 is currently revising the EN 12354 series on prediction models for sound 
transmission in buildings based on the performance of elements. One major goal of this revision is the 
extension of the current models towards lightweight building constructions. In a first step, new 
expressions are being proposed to predict the flanking sound transmission due to airborne excitation. 
The goal of this paper is to investigate the validity and applicability of these expressions down to 50 
Hz by comparing predicted values of the flanking sound reduction index with measurements in a 
3-room real-size timber frame mock-up using the sound intensity technique.  
2. BACKGROUND IN EN 12354-1 
According to prEN 12354-1:2013 [1], the flanking sound reduction index in heavy homogeneous 
constructions can be estimated by 
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in which the in-situ damping characteristics of the connecting building elements are taken into account 
by their equivalent absorption lengths ,i situa . The subscript R  denotes that only resonant sound 
transmission is considered.  
In lightweight timber frame constructions however, the damping in the connected elements is 
largely independent of their surrounding structure. Similarly, the flanking transmission can be 
approximately characterised by 
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which can be further simplified to 
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The normalized direction-averaged vibration level difference , , ,v ij n RD  is a property of the junction 
which takes into account vibration level reduction over the connected elements. It can be measured in 
laboratory according to ISO 10848-1 [2] by 
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If the measurement areas are not too small the result will be independent of the actual area. 
In this study, ,ij situR  is measured in a real-size timber frame mock-up for several flanking paths in 
and compared to predictions following equation (3) based on , , ,v ij n RD  spectra measured in a 
companion paper [3].  
3. MOCK-UP 
The mock-up is constructed using single-stud walls and simple joist floors (see Figures 1 & 2).  
 
 
Figure 1 – Mock-up 
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Figure 2 – A: Vertical cut - B: connection between floor and partition wall. - C: connection between partition 
wall and ‘interior’ walls. - D: connection between partition wall and ‘exterior’ walls. 
 
Some walls, including the partition wall are designed as interior walls inside a dwelling. Other 
walls are designed as exterior walls, but without façade cladding. The ‘interior’ walls and the partition 
wall have wooden studs with a section of 95x45 mm, 40 cm o.c., filled with 95 mm mineral wool and 
on both sides a screwed 12.5 mm fibre reinforced gypsum board. The ‘exterior walls’ have wooden 
studs with a section of 140x45 mm, 40 cm o.c., filled with 140 mm mineral wool, on the inside a 
screwed 12 mm particle board and on the outside a screwed 18 mm softboard. The floors have 
continuous joists with a section of 240x45 mm, 40 cm o.c., crossing the partition wall, an 18 mm 
particle board subfloor on top and a 12.5 mm gypsum board screwed on wood furring strips 40 cm o.c. 
below. The space between the joists is partly filled with 90 mm mineral wool. 
4. MEASUREMENT METHOD 
The flanking sound reduction indices are measured using the sound intensity technique as 
described in ISO 15186-2 [4]. A 50 mm spacer is used to measure from 50 to 1000 Hz and a 12 mm 
spacer is used to measure from 1250 to 5000 Hz. To shield unwanted transmission paths down to 50 Hz, 
extensive linings have been employed (see Figure 3) inside and outside the mock-up. Despite all 
efforts, negative sound intensities at low frequencies are still measured in some cases. In order to 
reduce the shielding effort, some flanking paths were obtained by subtraction based on combined 
flanking path measurements or measurements in an inverse direction (see Figure 4). 
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Figure 3 – Examples of shielding constructions used in the mock-up. 
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Figure 4 – Different shielding combinations in order to measure the three ijR  spectra along the exterior 
T-junction between cells A and B. 
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5. MEASUREMENT RESULTS 
Measurements of the flanking sound reduction index have been made across the cross junction and 
the ‘exterior’ T-junction between cells A and B. In both cases, the dominant flanking path is the Df 
path, but the total sound transmission is markedly dominated by the direct sound transmitted through 
the floor. The obtained Rij-spectra are displayed in Figure 5. In some cases, negative intensities were 
measured at low frequencies. In these cases, the data points were obtained by interpolating results or 
by extending the measurement results down to 50 Hz with a 5 dB/octave slope, inspired by [5].  
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Figure 5 – Measured flanking sound reduction indices along the ‘exterior’ T-junction between cells A and B 
(top) and across the cross junction between cells A and B (bottom). Circles indicate interpolated or 
extrapolated values due to measured negative intensities. Triangles indicate uncertain values due to a too low 
dynamic capability of the probe. Lacking values are caused by subtractions that lead to negative flanking 
transmission coefficients. 
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6. COMPARISON MEASURED AND PREDICTED Rij 
The measured ijR  spectra can now be compared to the spectra predicted using equation (3) based 
on the measured , , ,v ij n RD values and laboratory measured (partition wall and ‘interior’ walls) or 
estimated (floor and ‘exterior’ walls) , ,i R situR spectra. This has been done for both the cross junction 
and the ‘exterior’ T-junction between cells A and B. In Figure 6, the predictions for all flanking paths 
are displayed. In general a fair agreement between measured and predicted values is obtained, except 
at low frequencies. This suggests that no correction for the forced transmission on the sound reduction 
indices for the involved building elements is necessary and hence , ,i R situR  may be estimated by ,i situR  
in equation (3). 
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Figure 6 – Measured and predicted flanking sound reduction index along the cross junction between cells A 
and B (left) and along the ‘exterior’ T-junction between cells A and B (right). For the ‘exterior’ T-junction, the 
Dv,ij,n spectrum for the path Df has been estimated by measuring the equivalent Dv,ij,n of path Fd. Circles 
indicate interpolated or extrapolated values due to measured negative intensities. Triangles indicate uncertain 
values due to a too low dynamic capability of the probe. Lacking values are caused by subtractions that lead 
to negative flanking transmission coefficients. 
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7. CONCLUSIONS 
There are a lot of practical difficulties to measure flanking sound transmission down to 50 Hz in 
lightweight timber frame constructions: shielding issues, negative intensities at low frequencies, 
bidirectional measurements of vibration level differences not always possible, ... 
The expressions in prEN 12354-1 give a fair estimation of the flanking sound reduction index. This 
suggests that no correction for the forced transmission on the sound reduction indices for the involved 
building elements is necessary. 
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